Update 27.03.2020

Customer and Trade Safety

We wanted to remind everyone that our unique customer ‘drive through’ is there and proving to be a real godsend to us. It means that we can assess any vehicle without the driver having to even leave their vehicle. It also means that drop off’s can be done in relative safety as can picking up the vehicle whilst maintaining strict social distancing. Our workshop and reception are all behind a glass wall. If you have an urgent need of our services, please call in advance on 020 8680 8888. This has already proved very useful since the outbreak of Coronavirus

Also, as main dealers are closed, we can help with ADAS & car resets for all sites and shops (VAG only) as even though we are on a skeleton level of staff we’re here to help, and the same applies to using our ‘drive through’ facility

The Fleetline Team